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Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

Sickness at Princess Frederica 

We have been through a difficult phase in terms of illnesses and hope that with the onset of 

spring, children start returning to full fitness for the terms ahead. However, if your child is 

still unwell, please don’t send them back in to school until they have fully recovered from 

their illness. We recommend at least a 24 hour period after illness. Germs are spread very 

easily amongst children and it is important children are well on the road to recovery before 

returning. Illnesses have sometimes been passed between children and this could be linked to 

children returning too early after an illness. 

 

World Book Day 

Following the disappointment of the cancellation of World Book Day, we were delighted to 

be able to celebrate an important date in the Fred’s calendar on Wednesday 7th March. 

Despite the rain causing issues first thing, we were able to change plans and give the 

children the opportunity to parade indoors in front of their parents. There was an assembly 

shortly after and different classes enjoyed different activities around reading such as quizzes, 

partner reading and much more. A selection of photos of the day have been uploaded to the 

website. Please enjoy the photo below. Can you spot your teacher?     

 

World Book Day Voucher 

Your child will be bringing home a World Book Day voucher on Monday. The token allows 

your child to choose a FREE World Book Day book or to get £1 off a book costing £2.99 or 

more. Please see local book stores for more details. 
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School Prayer 

Father God, 

Thank you for our mums who guide us and support us 

when we need them. Please help them when they need 

your love. 

Amen 

Football News  

 Brent Cup quarter final - Freds 2 Byron Court 0 

Freds girls booked a place in the Brent semi final in dramatic style overcoming Byron court 

in a tense penalty shoot-out. In the shoot-out, Freds went first and Lizzie’s shot was well 

saved. Byron’s penalty went wide. Next up and Matilda placed a shot into the bottom corner 

1-0 Freds. Byron’s pen was well hit but Maddie dived down to her left and made a superb 

save. Now Freds had a chance to win it. Up stepped Amber to launch an unstoppable  

thunderbolt into the roof of the net to clinch the win and put Feds into the semi final for the 

first time in many years. Well done to all.  

 

The Squad. Amber, Elsie, Honor, Prudence, Elizabeth, Matilda, Maddie (c),  

Melissa, Tallulah, Jemima, Iris, Molly. 

 

Things of note away from the football. It was nice to see the year 5 girls who train with the 

team cheer the group and wish them luck as they got on the minibus and shout words of  

encouragement. The team had a singalong on the 

way. During the game the girls really worked for 

each other and when they were subbed (it is roll on 

and off) they supported the team from the side. 

When it came to the penalty shoot out the girls got 

together, sorted out the penalty takers and also the 

order between themselves. It was really good to 

see them working together, taking responsibility 

and making decisions in a pressurised situation. 

They were confident, cheered each other on taking 

the pens and celebrated together hugging and hi 

fiving after. They were so happy. It was great to 

see. 

CBeebies link to P4C 

The team from CBeebies visited Princess Frederica on Thursday morning to show the  

children some new programmes that they have 

been working on that are linked to exploring 

different emotions. The new series called 

‘Feeling Better’ draws on ideas taken from the 

Philosophy 4 Children programme (a subject 

taught across the school). In each programme, 

it looks at a different emotion, what that  

emotion feels like and how to deal with the 

emotion. This new series will start on Monday 

19th March and could be a good way for  

children to develop an understanding of what 

are sometimes quite complex emotions.  
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OFFERED THIS EASTER AT PRINCESS FREDERICA :  CYPHER CREATIVITY 

& CODING CAMPS - EARLYBIRD DISCOUNT UP TO £125 OFF! 

Cypher’s exciting creativity and coding camps are ready for the Easter holidays in Kensal 

Rise, Notting Hill, Chelsea and across London - with a new MAGIC theme!!! Your kids will 

love to: 

> Make an illuminating magic wand 

> Conjure up mythical animals, glowing potions and dragons eggs 

> Learn the language of the future - code 

> Receive a magical Cypher t-shirt! 

Camps run 2nd-6th and 9th-13th April, 10am-4pm for ages 4-14 - book just the days you 

want. PLEASE BOOK BEFORE 12TH MARCH TO RECEIVE A GENEROUS 

EARLYBIRD DISCOUNT 

BOOK HERE: www.cyphercoders.com 

Contact hi@cyphercoders or 020 7713 2944 
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Class W/B: Mon 19th February ‘18 W/B: Mon 26th February ‘18 

Reception Paris Neel Varsani for always being kind 

to his friends and including them in 

his games. 

Lewhat Isaac for working hard to 

be kind to all her friends and  

helping them when they are sad. 

Year 1 Ottawa Jet Jones for writing a fantastic 

report on staying safe in English. 

Hugo Holmberg Larke for making 

good progress in all areas. 

Year 1 Canada Frederick Lambregts for making 

great progress in maths. 

Romy Lawson for working hard in 

everything that she does. 

Year 2 Washington Agnes Hodge for writing a very 

good information text about life on 

board a pirate ship. 

Nicolas Kadar for writing an  

excellent letter, using great  

imagination, in English. 

Year 2 USA Daniel Mackay for working hard in 

maths and improving his listening 

skills. 

Cormac Muir for writing an  

excellent back cover for his class 

book. 

Year 3 Australia Tyler Erber and Alice Cator for 

working really well in talk  

partners. 

Jannah Rattray for showing great 

understanding of natural and  

man-made light sources in a  

science presentation. 

Year 3 Canberra Reiss Dirik for showing fantastic 

progression in his reading and 

writing of time in maths. 

Quincy Williams for producing an 

amazing piece of writing using 

descriptive features. 

Year 4 New Zealand Jasmin Bhudia for working very 

hard to create an Andy Warhol 

inspired collage. 

Ewen Culmer-Jenkins for working 

very hard in maths, using column 

method to solve 2 digit problems. 

Year 4 Wellington Beulah Mensah for showing  

excellent effort in class. 

Johan Van Der Looy for putting 

real effort into his concentration 

and behaviour. 

Year 5 Lisbon Eli Wolchover for being a fantastic 

role model. 

Vyan Halai for putting in 100% 

effort into maths lessons. 

Year 5 Portugal Jimmy Tolliday for showing  

excellent work in English and  

fantastic manners in class. 

Lulu Monk for excellent work in 

French lessons. 

Year 6 Russia Oliver Rivetti-Downey for  

improving his behaviour and  

attitude towards learning. 

Zara Hai for being a positive role 

model to everyone in the school. 

Year 6 Moscow Esme Lott for being a kind, helpful 

and mature member of the class. 

Isla Culmer-Jenkins for always 

trying her best in every subject and 

getting full marks in her maths 

assessment and greater depth in 

English. 

Music Niam Varsani for showing great 

improvement in his attitude  

towards music lessons. 

Amber Smith for great  

improvement in her piano playing. 
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